
Gallery News
Our New Website
When we started Park Slope Gallery 
27 years ago, websites didn’t exist. 
Computers were in the realm of the 
government and perhaps some big 
industry, but certainly not in the small 
business universe.

Digital photography didn’t exist. All of the 
images we had of artwork and gallery events 
were taken with conventional cameras.

In early 1998 (which seems like 
yesterday!), a client came into the gallery 
with a digital camera and raved about its 
amazing qualities. He said, unequivocally, 
“This is the future.” He was so 
enthusiastic, but I asked: “Okay. This is 
amazing and incredible and tantamount to 
the invention of indoor plumbing, but I can 
take all of the digital pictures in the world; 
if our clients don’t have the capacity to 
receive them, what is the point?” At 
that time, owning a digital camera was a 
rarity and home computers with internet 
access were just as uncommon.

In the early 90’s, we had adopted our 
first computer, a Mac Classic, from dear 
friends who were going abroad for an 
extended stay. We used it for record-
keeping, had no internet, and essentially 
fell in love with our machine, but we 
didn’t understand the true potential until 
we got our lime green iMac.

What a wonder! Still here (in a closet) and 
still operational (only for old times sake, of 
course), my first iMac changed our small 
business universe.

We began to do quotes, invoices, and all 
communication-related things on Greenie, 
and it dramatically increased productivity 
in so many ways. We were able to update 
our inventory data and record information so 
much more efficiently. And images! Having 
images of all of the artwork helped to 
connect with clients far away, so our walls 
were no longer the limits of the gallery.

A few comparisons:

A computer from 2003 could only hold a 
few hundred 10 megapixel photos before 
it ran out of space.

To buy a terabyte worth of storage (it 
would need to be from many different hard 
drives) would have cost $10,000,000 in 
1990. Today it costs as little as $80.

Compared to Greenie, my current iMac 
is about 20 times faster, and the newer 
model of the iMac is about 30 times faster.

Our dear friend Jeremy posits, “By any 
definition, the iMac you have on your 
desk now would have been considered a 
military-grade supercomputer in 1995.”

But, as much of a revolution as it seemed 
at the time, many things, in terms of 
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philosophy, were changing so quickly that 
it was hard to keep up.

We created a website, which we were 
very proud of, but it was limited for 
several reasons. Though the images we 
had on our Greenie were excellent quality 
for the time, today we look at them as 
thumbnails. Huge files could not easily be 
sent by e-mail and would crash our clients’ 
computers or take forever to download. 

We were advised against putting images 
on the web that were large enough to 
copy and appropriate. We didn’t want to 
put our artists’ work at risk, so the images 
were kept small for that reason as well.

We announced new exhibitions and 
showed examples of our art and services, 
but it was not a true reflection of our 
inventory and our skills.

Now, there are many more examples 
of our gallery artists’ work. There are 
more extensive examples of our vintage 
frame collection and an explanation of our 
restoration services. There will be essays 
from time to time, additions to our store, etc.

There will always be, as in the past, a 
gallery announcement of our current 
show with an extensive show preview, 
just on a wider scale.

Some of the many wonderful testimonials 
we have received from our valued clients 
through the years are proudly displayed.

The most important difference is in the 
breadth and quality of the images. We 
never could show you in person, or on 
the old site, even a tiny sampling of our 
inventory. The new website gives us that 
opportunity. As capacity has increased for 
most of us, worries about slow downloads 
have almost disappeared.

It is actually quite thrilling because we 
reshot a great deal of our inventory with 
a higher resolution digital camera, and the 
full sense of the many things we have and 
do is at last apparent.

It has been a long road to getting current, 

and we are crossing our fingers that 
no totally new and different “next new 
thing” is just on the horizon. I don’t think 
we can survive another redesign...at least 
not for awhile.

Thanks to the incomparable Tekserve 
for helping out with some comparative 
notions on computers…then and now.

Please visit  
http://www.parkslopegallery.com 
to view all the new changes!

Fall/Winter Exhibition

Our fall into winter exhibition is a reinstallation 
of several of Leon Bibel’s paintings with 
newly accessioned works to give his later 
vision the attention it so deserves. These 
works, across several genres, are from that 
highly creative and individualistic time in 
American art: the early 1960’s.

We are also showing several of Leon’s 
later wood wall sculptures from the 1970’s, 
which have never been exhibited here. 
Computer Date and Flying Self-Propelled 
Human, both large-scale pieces from 1980, 
deal with issues of how machines were 
integrating with our daily lives, not so far 
from the science fiction notions that once 
seemed so fantastical.

We are showing a selection of George 
Forss’ large format classic silver gelatin 
photographs.  His romantic views help you 
fall in love with New York City over and 
over again.

There are new paintings from French 
artist Alexis Gorodine. We have shown his 
carborundum engravings for many years. 
We have recently accessioned some of his 
monotypes and paintings as well.

We have increased our works on paper 
inventory with prints by some very well 
known mid-century artists, works by 
contemporary printmakers, such as more 
charming homages to great artists by Lou 
G., and some lovely new watercolors from 
Hazel Jarvis.

There is always a sizable sampling of our 
inventory throughout the gallery spaces. 
We hope that you will visit the website to 
see what’s coming up.

We would love to share these remarkable 
works with you during the new season.  
Please call or e-mail us to schedule a 
gallery visit.

Bluebird 1 Monotype - Alexis Gorodine, 2007

Morning Glories Glass Vase - Hazel Jarvis, 2009

Chez Henri - Lou G.
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Democratic New 
York: The Vision  
of George 
Forss and His 
Collaborators in 
Pre-9/11 New York
As a street vendor peddling his artwork, 
George Forss describes the market of the 
streets: “For me, it was crazy people in 
the streets, and I was fascinated by odd 
doorways. But I didn’t find anyone buying 
them; I had to learn that the hard way. In 
my line, selling in the street, I learned a lot. 
You have a store, something sells, you get 
more stock of it. Something doesn’t sell, 
you don’t stock it anymore.” 

It is in this way that Forss begins 
to document New York, in constant 
conversation with his always-changing 
customers, who are merely people walking 
past him on the street. As his customers 
buy, they vote, and Forss shoots and 
stocks what they choose, forming a sort 

of democratic process. What emerges is a 
body of work that quintessentially captures 
New York, a collective envisioning of 
the city by Forss and by the community 
that surrounds and patronizes him. 
Ultimately, this culminated in a book with 
the uncompromising title New York/New 
York: Masterworks of a Street Peddler, 
presented by David Douglas Duncan.

Ten years later, Forss enters into another 
project, “The Access Project,” in which 
his representing gallery, Park Slope 
Gallery, uses its connections to get him 
access to some of the most stunning and 
unexpected views of New York. Again, 
Forss finds himself in another creative 
collaboration; Park Slope Gallery’s clientele 
relate that they can help to gain access 
to a particular view and Forss uses these 
opportunities to make the views his own. 
For example, when taken to the rooftop 
of St. Vincent’s Hospital for views of 
Greenwich Village, Forss instead finds 
the whimsical, unexpected St. Vincent’s 
Garden, a mural of flower graffiti.

The photographs that develop define New 
York conceptually as well as at a specific 
moment, the 1990s. Forss is confronted 
with the city’s most admired buildings 
and skylines, yet still manages to bring a 
freshness and sense of wonder. Forss’ 
extraordinary vision gives some of the 
best documented sites—the Statue of 
Liberty, the World Trade Center Towers, 
the Chrysler building—the newness of 
a child’s vision, but matched with the 
technical precision of a master. 

Photographs that play with reflections, 
visions partially obscured or complicated 
by railing, the relation of things in the 

West 17th Composition Uptown - George Forss, 1993

We Laugh/We Cry - George Forss, 1995
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foreground and background, and double 
and triple exposures all bring a new way 
of looking to icons that culture bombards 
us with as symbols of New York. Forss 
takes and recontextualizes the common 
to bring a new sense of imagination to 
the quotidian landscapes as well as to the 
hidden pockets of the city. 

In Forss’ re-imagined New York landscape, 
watertowers (West 17th Composition 
Uptown) exist alongside an exclusive 
view of Bryant Park from an upper level 
in the Grace building (Bryant Park/From 
Grace). In the image WTC/Watertowers, 
a trick of scale makes it appear as though 
two watertower siblings are nearly as 
monumental as the Towers. Foregrounding 
the water towers instead of the more 
“important” architecture, Forss allows us 
to view the city differently.

The innocence and fresh view that Forss 
brings to these photographs seems 
particularly fitting now, when one cannot 
help but look back at these photographs as 
documents of the city before the horrific 
events of September 11, 2001. The World 
Trade Center Towers now mark Forss’ 
photographs as part of a different era. The 
project itself, a collection of networked 
accesses to exclusive buildings and places, 
seems impossible in the contemporary 
climate—that trust is now lost. 

The relationships of trust that define Forss’ 
career—laying his artwork out on the street, 
gaining access to highly secured buildings 
and rooftops—are now extinct. Although 
the sense of coming together, community, 
and patriotism is often commented upon 
in relation to the response to 9/11, this 
project is an emblem of cooperation and 
community before the tragedy and the 
ideal city that Forss was able to capture 
and express. 

As has often been commented about 

Forss, who has led a life with no small 
degree of adversity, his work is never a 
reflection of that. As he explains, “Sure, 
I have a lot of resentment, but it’s not 
going to show in my work. I want to be 
uplifted, and brought to the level of a 
beautiful place. I’m a romantic, and proud 
of it. I think of myself as a person who is 
almost on a campaign to show what our 
city might be like. When I’ve sold pictures 
on the sidewalk or at an outdoor art show, 
and I’ve seen people’s faces light up with 
pleasure, this has made me really happy.” 

Instead of anguish, it is a sense of beauty, 
awe, and wonder that emerges from the 
most monumental to the most obscure 
places. Forss transforms modest, quiet, 

Which Way to Brooklyn? - George Forss, 1994

Bryant Park/From Grace - George Forss, 1994

Forss takes and 
recontextualizes the  

common to bring a new 
sense of imagination to  

the quotidian landscapes  
as well as to the hidden 

pockets of the city. 
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and hidden places into some of the most 
expressive photographs, such as We 
Laugh We Cry, another rooftop graffiti 
piece that was done at an abandoned 
grain terminal.

As Forss contemplates landmarks and 
obscurities, his photographs write his 
own geography. Part of creating what 
New York “might be like” is imagining 
only what can be in a photograph. His 
practice is marked by experimentation 
and also what he calls research: “I found 
I had an ability for research. You know, 
research doesn’t require knowledge, if 
you don’t know something, then you find 
out. And I experimented.” 

Forss has experimented on every level 
to create this body of work; he has 

made his own box camera, tweaked 
the process for developing negatives, 
and created various physical illusions. 
It is this research, approaching things 
without preconceived ideas, that has 
created such a sense of innocence in 
Forss’ photographs—the ability to look at 
New York anew. In Reflections/Brooklyn 
Skyline/FDR Drive, Manhattan and 
Brooklyn are collapsed in a condensing of 
building and skyline and river. The result 
is a complex and impossible geography. 

It is an aesthetic of playfulness and joy that 
emerges from these novel images of the 
city. July 4th No. 1 Time Exposure is also a 
product of this experimentation. Here, the 
time-lapse image captures a city alive. That 
it is July 4th seems almost irrelevant—in 
this image, the city is awake and full of 

excitement. The geometry of the loops 
in Which Way to Brooklyn? brings fun to 
one of the most mundane aspects of New 
York: traffic. 

The Access Project unwittingly defines 
a carefree time in New York right before 
its most devastating and transformative 
tragedy. The collaboration and community 
that are embedded in the process of 
creating Forss’ work, coupled with an 
innocent and ever-curious eye, resonates 
with viewers even more now. These 
images are now nostalgic documents of 
a past New York—and also a New York 
that might be.

Faith Holland 
Gallery Assistant

Reflections/Brooklyn Skyline/FDR Drive - George Forss, 1995
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Henry Ward Beecher Portrait 1885 Restored 2009
Plymouth Church Collection
The past year has brought about the perfect 
intersection of my passion for Brooklyn 
history and my love of antique frames. We 
have been restoring the frames hanging in 
the storied Plymouth Church.

I live on the site of the first major battle of 
the American Revolution. Years of collecting 
related historical materials and images 
have given me a deep appreciation for the 
role Brooklyn played in the founding of our 
nation. The Civil War, closer in time, always 
seemed a bit more distant.

We’ve heard about the “draft riots” and 
of course have our beloved arch at Grand 
Army Plaza that celebrates the Defenders 
of the Union, but I honestly never sharply 
focused on that time in Brooklyn.

Working in Plymouth Church changed that 
for me.

For those of you who might be new 
to Brooklyn, Plymouth Church of the 
Pilgrims, a National Historic Landmark, was 
the congregation of the outspoken and 
celebrated abolitionist Henry Ward Beecher. 
President Lincoln himself attended more 
than one of Beecher’s sermons; he even 
crossed the East River by ferry and walked 
up the hill to Brooklyn Heights the day 
before he gave the Cooper Union speech 
that won him the Republican nomination.   

Henry Ward Beecher’s sermons were so 
well regarded in their day that the front 
pews were occupied by journalists covering 
them as news events. His sister, Harriet 
Beecher Stowe wrote the influential Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin.

Other luminaries who spoke or visited the 
church include Mark Twain, Clara Barton, 

Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Horace Greeley.

And its history doesn’t end with the 19th 
century. At Plymouth Church on February 
10, 1963, Martin Luther King delivered 
an early version of the “I Have a Dream” 
speech, which he gave at the Lincoln 
Memorial the following August.

The splendid sanctuary is perfectly intact 
and resonates with its history. You can’t help 
but feel the time when Reverend Beecher 
stood in the pulpit and railed against the 
immorality of slavery. 

In 1934, the Church of the Pilgrims merged 
with Plymouth Church and brought with 
them their artifacts. Among these treasures 
were Tiffany stained glass windows, which 
can be viewed in a large room adjacent to 
the sanctuary.

A few years ago, we restored a large 
collage of historical material relating to 
a political theater event that Reverend 
Beecher staged for the Plymouth Church. 
A young enslaved black girl was “sold at 
auction” to the horror of the congregation, 
but in reality her freedom was being bought 
at this “mock” auction. Those in attendance 
would never have been exposed to the real 
barbarity of the Southern slave auctions, 
but they gained a visceral understanding.  It 
was quite an honor to work on this collage, 
a true piece of American history.

We were requested to assess Henry Ward 
Beecher’s portrait and the paintings and 
frames of the other former ministers of the 
church, which hang in a graceful arcade.

We made a plan and consulted with our 
painting restorer, with whom we have 
worked for more than 20 years.

We worked on the restoration of the 
paintings and frames during the course of 
last year and early this year, with excellent 
help from Kimi Hodges, our studio/gallery 
assistant. We did much of the work in situ 
because of the size of many of the paintings. 
Visitors would walk by, watch us work, and 
ask questions. I felt as though we were in 
the opening scene of Tosca!

The Beecher frame was very damaged, and 
restoring it to its original state was a very 
slow and delicate process, though one in 
which I took immense pride. There were 
entire sections of ornate detail missing. 
We made molds from intact sections of the 
frame and recast. Much of the gilding was 
flaking off, and that needed to be stabilized, 
the areas re-gilded, and then blended with 
the adjacent areas that still had vestiges of 
the wonderful original finish and patina. It 
was quite a challenge.

Parallel to the gallery’s work, our restorer 
was bringing the Beecher portrait back 
to what it once had been--without over 
restoring, but removing almost 150 years of 
environmental residue.

The project is still ongoing, but it is close to 
completion.

If you haven’t already visited, I 
encourage all of you to connect with 
Lois Rosebrooks, Plymouth’s historian, 
at info@plymouthchurch.org to make 
a plan to tour this American historical 
treasure. It is in our own backyard!

Mitch Freidlin 
Park Slope Gallery
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Reverend Beecher’s portrait,  
unrestored, on arcade wall

Additional damage

Latex molding material 
setting on intact ornament

Missing piece about to  
be replaced

Corner ornament refinished

Mitch and the Reverend 
 in the studio

Reverend Beecher’s portrait, restored,  
back on arcade wall

Damage on side of frameClose-up of missing ornament 
below nameplate

Corner ornament with 
original finish worn away

New casting in placeNew casting gilded  
and blended

PARK SLOPE GALLERY 
RESTORATION PROCESS
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Leon Bibel: WPA 
Master Printer 
Reborn as 60’s 
Modernist Painter
Leon Bibel loved art, music, and science 
equally. In the early 1930’s, he kept 
a record of his progress in all these 
disciplines in a journal called We Achieved. 
These detailed entries reveal his curiosity 
about everything around him and surely 
predicted the many directions he would 
pursue during the course of his life.

He grew up and studied in San Francisco. 
He worked with Diego Rivera’s assistant 
on several mural projects. But Leon 
is best known for his WPA prints and 
paintings. The work he did in the late 
1930’s and early 1940’s was part of the 
New York City Federal Art Project branch 
of the Works Progress Administration, a 
government agency set up at the height 
of the Depression to provide work for the 
legions of the unemployed. 

His iconic images of workers (miners in 
Descending, dockworkers in Stevedores), 
his New York City waterfront watercolors, 
and his powerful brush/ink drawings 
dealing with issues of poverty, war, 

geopolitical crises, and industrial safety 
were all done between 1936 and 1942…a 
compressed period in which he worked 
with great vigor and determination.

He was happy, no doubt, to earn his 
reliable $23.86 per week. But perhaps 
most important of all was the camaraderie 
that the WPA engendered. Leon worked 
and showed with some of the most 
important artists of his generation: 
Rockwell Kent, Thomas Hart Benton, 
Alice Neel, Harry Sternberg, and Elizabeth 
Olds, among many, many others. 

Influences from the Mexican muralists 
and news of the Spanish Civil War and 
other conflicts led to action. Workers’ 
rights were a constant topic of discussion.

It was a time of global instability, but 
as hard as it was on some levels, Leon 
thrived, taking in information, teaching his 
skills to others, and being on the record 
through his art and political participation.

His love of music and the land was 
another stream of iconography for him. 
Surrealism intrigued him, as did the 
subway. His father-in-law’s dress factory 
provided him with snaps and tools for 
experimental printmaking, and his wife’s 
wedding dress provided the lace for other 
prints as well. 

The government shut down the project 
at the start of World War II. Leon had 
married Neysa, a teacher he met while 
working at Bronx House. At the time, art 

Leon worked and showed  
with some of the most 
important artists of his 

generation: Rockwell Kent, 
Thomas Hart Benton, Alice 
Neel, Harry Sternberg, and 

Elizabeth Olds, among  
many, many others. 

Eyes On - Leon Bibel, c.1963
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was not a reliable source of income, so 
as unlikely as it was, he moved to rural 
New Jersey, joined a cooperative, and 
became a chicken and egg farmer to 
better provide for his growing family.

He stopped creating art for 17 years.

In 1960, Leon’s closest friend and 
neighbor across the road was the Pop 
artist George Segal. George had decided 
to move into new directions with his 
sculpture and encouraged Leon to take 
whatever stretchers and canvas were in 
the studio and start painting again.

The sleepy New Brunswick area of New 
Jersey was actually a very active art 
community at this time. Allan Kaprow was 
at Rutgers, working on Fluxus with Segal, 
Lucas Samaras, and Roy Lichtenstein. 
These artists lived and worked in rural 
New Jersey and primarily showed and 
performed in New York City, a balance 
they thrived on. 

The WPA far behind him, Leon began a 
journey through the art movements of 
the mid-century. He tried to find his way, 
connecting who he had been to who he 
was now, as an artist. 

What emerged was completely different 
from his earlier figurative, representational 
work. Leon seemed to touch base with 

all of the artistic movements propelled 
by American dominance after the war 
ended, always with his own take and 
always pushing boundaries.

Abstract expressionism, precisionist 
paintings, collage on canvas, and abstract 
work with some intriguing iconography 
were all part of his new direction and he 
experimented non-stop

The paintings are large and were done 
in a very compressed period of time in 
1960-1963. The energy, excitement and 
skill jump out. Not connected to any 
“school” but having absorbed elements 

of currents swirling all around him, Leon 
found his way to create subsets that 
are sometimes narrative, sometimes 
abstract, some intensely colored, others 
more muted. There is some Op Art 
playfulness, a far journey from the days of 
his images of heroic workers and those 
despairing of war and poverty. 

After this whoosh of intense creativity, 
there was a break as he started to 
show these paintings in the mid-1960’s. 
Then, in the mid-70’s, he changed his 
path to “sculptural” paintings, three-
dimensional wood creations that hang 
on walls in frames.

Elco - Leon Bibel, 1939

Time and Space - Leon Bibel, c.1964
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Leon, in the best tradition of reuse and 
recycling, showed his unusual wood 
pieces in the chicken coops he had 
previously used for his egg business.  
In this work, he explored themes as 
diverse as the beginning of the computer 
age, the human/machine dichotomy, 
sports, the alphabet, love, and the 
animal kingdom in layer upon layer of 
jigsawed wood in three-dimensional 
hanging cases.

A life in art spent passionate, devoted. 
Always trying to find ways to tell stories, 
expressing the links of his life. East 
coast, West coast. Realism, abstraction. 
The elegance of the machine; what it is 
to be human.

All along the way, he showed profound 
humanity and dedication to the truth. 
We were so lucky to have known him. 

Some Leon Bibel news in recent years:

Leon’s work was in a 2007 exhibition: 
Facing Fascism: New York and the 
Spanish Civil War, which was at the 
Museum of the City of New York.

One of his silk screens is in a splendid 
book by Kevin M. Murphy and Jessica 
Todd Smith called Pressed in Time: A 
Survey of the Best American Prints 1905-
1950 and the result of a comprehensive 
exhibition at the Huntington Library in 2007.

The British Museum included one of 
Leon’s silk screens in a 2008 exhibition 
and remarkable catalogue by Stephen 
Coppel: The American Scene: Prints from 
Hopper to Pollock.

In 2007, one of Leon’s best loved images, 
Brooklyn Bridge, was included in Art of 
the Brooklyn Bridge: A Visual History by 
Richard Haw.

Phyllis Wrynn 
Gallery Director

What’s Wrong 
with My Art?: 
Diagnosing 
Problems in  
Works on Paper
Now in our 27th year, we at Park Slope 
Gallery have seen almost every permutation 
of framing that exists on the planet.

The problems of old matting, mounting, 
and framing come up as a topic again and 
again. It is helpful to know how to diagnose 
what can be insidiously ruining your art as 
it hangs on your walls. This will be a short 
how-to as to what to look for in framed 
pieces that you may have inherited from a 
family member or purchased at an antique 
show, flea market, or tag sale.

Before the Industrial Revolution, all 
paper was made out of rags or textiles. 
It was very sturdy and enduring, and 
the durability of many early examples of 
printing attest to that.

In the Industrial Revolution, people were 
very enthusiastic about the notion of an 
inexpensive alternative to the previous 
method of paper-making.

In the transitional years, it wasn’t uncommon 
for some books and publications to be 
printed partially with rag content and 
partially with paper made from wood pulp.

No one at that time had any idea as to the 
fragility of paper with a high acid content. 
When some library books were opened 
after many years of storage, only to have 
the pages literally crumble as they were 
turned, people began to see the huge 
problems at hand. The brittleness was 
caused by the acid in the wood pulp. Many 
important collections were thought to be in 
grave danger of simply disintegrating.

In the 1970’s, an extremely forward-
thinking chemist named Elaine Haas 
started a business. She was devoted to 
carrying archival materials for processes 

Mod with Bangs - Leon Bibel,1963
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The Hourglass - Leon Bibel, 1976
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such as bookbinding and custom framing. 
Ms. Haas was a visionary who understood 
the ramifications of the destructive nature 
of acidic materials and carried supplies that 
were acid-free.

From the start, we had decided that we 
would only carry archival materials, having 
witnessed firsthand the damage that acid 
causes when in contact with art. Ms. Haas 
was happy to help in all respects, and it 
was a privilege to have known her. 

That was the beginning.

Our belief was that if something was 
worth framing, it was worth using the best 
quality materials. In the early years, that 
was looked upon as an unusual business 
model as suppliers would present 
great deals on “paper” mats that were 
not archival. They were amazed at our 
complete lack of interest.

At first, we framed many pieces that had 
not previously been framed, but as our 
business expanded, many of our clients 
not only brought in their “new” artwork but 
also began to bring in pieces they inherited 
from family members or bought as antique 
or vintage art.

We’ll forget, for the moment, damage to 
the frame, which can be anywhere from 
minimal to extensive. Some old frames are 
definitely worthy of saving and restoring. 
Others are not, for different reasons, but 
that is not the subject of this article. More 
on this topic to follow in another edition.

Any works on paper framed in the 19th 
century through the mid-1970’s are virtually 
guaranteed to have one serious condition 
problem or another.

If you have something framed in that time 
period that was never reframed, you can 
follow along with me by having the piece 
in front of you.

1. Dark brown line/discoloration: The most 
egregious thing you will probably see is a dark 
brown line on the bevel of the mat. Sometimes 
discoloration in the entire mat is visible. A 
formerly white mat might look tannish.

That brown bevel is from the lignin in the 
acid mat. The brown color, in most cases, 
has migrated to the work of art itself. It is 
called “mat burn.” It affects the value of art 
and most serious collectors will not even 
consider a work on paper that has such 
discoloration.

2. Cloudiness: You might also see 
cloudiness under the glass. Glass, in the 
form we know it, is chemically a liquid. The 
mat, art and textile have a certain amount 
of latent moisture in them from existing in 
their environment. When the elements in 
a frame are sealed up, over a long period 
of time, there is a mini eco-system of 
evaporation and condensation taking place. 

Depending upon the temperature and 
humidity outside of the frame, what’s 
inside can be affected. Storing art in attics 
and basements with extremes of heat 
or cold or extremely damp conditions 
presents problems. Paper art is organic and 
thus affected by its environment. There are 
also gasses released that help to cause the 
cloudiness as well.

3. Brown spots: You might see small 
brown spots on the art or mat. Depending 
on the circumstances, these spots might 
be foxing, a term given to such spots 
appearing in books and works of art on 
paper. Damp and warm conditions might 
be a factor. Some people think it is some 
sort of a fungus. There also seems

to be a correlation between when paper 
started being manufactured by machine and 
the appearance of foxing. Some speculate 
that bits of iron from the manufacturing 
process cause the problem. It does spread 
depending upon the conditions. 

Other things that would help you to 
determine that your art might be in distress 
are a bit risky for the non-professional as 
they require removing the old frame and 
carefully undoing what is inside. We often 
have to use a variety of tools--even a scalpel 
at times. The art is most vulnerable during 
this process, so if you are concerned, we 
recommend not actually removing the frame. 

If you were to unframe on your own, you 
might find the materials inside brittle. There 
might be rubber cement or old masking tape, 
major irreversible enemies of art. Tiny insects 
might be inside the package, especially if the 
backing paper was not sealed up properly 
or if the glass did not properly fit and there 
were imperceptible openings.

Foxing

Discoloration transferred from the 
acidic bevel of the mat.
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Mat glued to surface of art/Light stain
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Horrors if the entire piece was dry mounted 
with acidic materials to the backing board. 
This kind of mounting compromises the 
entire work of art. And sometimes (gulp) 
mats were glued down to the artwork 
itself with non-reversible products that are 
murderously difficult to remove.

We undo such pieces in front of our clients 
so they get the fullest picture (not to be 
punny) as to what is inside the framing. If 
we remove the old acidic mat, they will most 
probably see what is called “light stain.”

This is the situation where non-UV glazing 
was used and light struck the work of 
art. Inside the mat opening, the paper 
on which the art is done may either be 
darker or lighter than what was under the 
mat itself. Exposure to light over time has 
changed that section. Sunlight is the worst 
offender, but fluorescent light and regular 
incandescent light can also be harmful.

You may find that the very edges of the mat 
and art are browned and brittle from contact 
with the wood frames that surrounded them.

If wood or corrugated board has been firmly 
against the verso of a work of art on paper, 
you might actually see the transfer shadow 
of the wood knots or corrugated pattern.

Essentially, there is a myriad of issues 
stemming from the lack of knowledge of 
previous generations of framers on the 
downsides of using various non-archival 
materials and glazing with no UV protection. 

There are some problems that cannot be 
solved, but even very serious damage 
can be remedied by a professional paper 

conservator. They are masters at treating 
mat burn, light stain, tape stains, removing 
art on paper that has been profoundly 
mounted, treating foxing, and cleaning and 
de-acidifying pieces that have been poorly 
framed or stored in the past. 

Paper conservation is extremely focused 
and delicate work, but the results can be 
remarkable.

Please don’t hesitate to e-mail with any 
questions you may have about your works 
on paper.

Phyllis Wrynn 
Gallery Director
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Corrugated board shadow transfer and 
tape damage (top).

Light stain

Original paper color

Light damaged paper color

At loNG lAst...our NeW WebsIte!

PARKSLOPEGALLERY.COM
Here’s what’s new on the site:

•  Preview of our current exhibition

•  Easier navigation

•  More artist & gallery sections

•  Several ways to view artwork 

•  Updated and increased image library

•  Updated details about our services

•  Framing Your Words
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